Renewable Plastic
Braskem pioneered the development of Green
Polyethylene, or “Green Plastic” for production
on an industrial scale. Combining innovation,
technology and sustainability, Green Plastic is
made from sugarcane (ethanol), a 100% renewable
resource, and is the world's first resin to be certified.
Green Polyethylene is used widely in packaging for
consumer goods. It makes a significant contribution
to reducing greenhouse gas emissions, which is aligned
with consumers' growing interest in sustainable solutions.
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From cradle to Braskem’s gate, this
biopolymer made from ethanol captures
3.09 metric tons of CO2 eq. for every
metric ton of Green PE produced. The
savings generated by manufacturing
200 kt of Green PE offsets the emissions
of more than 89,500 people.
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Innovative industries have adopted I’m green™ Polyethylene
Approximately 30 grades in the HDPE, LLDPE and LDPE families that cover a wide range of applications.
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Drop in: substituting conventional polyethylene with Green Polyethylene
does not require investments in new plastics manufacturing machinery.

Home care

I’m greenTM
and land use in Brazil
Brazil:
world’s largest
sugarcane producer
and second-largest
ethanol producer.

Brazil has 358
millions of hectares
of arable land
available for
agriculture

Sugarcane cultivation occupies
|8 million hectares of Brazil’s
land mass, and there are still
65 million hectares identified
as suitable for this activity.

The sugarcane industry
makes an important
contribution to Brazil’s
energy profile.
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Area suitable for
expanding sustainable
sugarcane cultivation

Brazil's Sugarcane
Agroecological
%
Zoning Policy
identifies the best
Current sugarcane
planted area
use of the areas
available for
agriculture and
sustainable expansion
in the country, which
considers any aspects related to
improving food security and reducing
the use of water and agrochemicals.
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58%

The expansion of sugarcane
cultivation into high-biodiversity
areas is prohibited.

high-biodiversity
conservation areas

33%

Genetically modified (GMO)
sugarcane is not cultivated
in Brazil.

90%

of sugarcane
is cultivated
in the
Center-South

Other

Braskem’s relationship with
the ethanol supply chain is
guided by its Responsible
Ethanol Sourcing, updated in
2017, with the support of
ProForest, a UK-based
sustainability management
consulting firm with expertise
in natural resources.
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Exports to more than

70

countries

41

7,2
US$
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pilot plants

billion
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Over

990

patents filed in Brazil
and abroad
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2
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www.braskem.com/green-plastic

Largest
thermoplastic
resin producer
in the Americas

Startup:
September

2010

US$

79

million
invested in
innovation

Capacity:

200 kty
World's
leading
biopolymer
producer

Location:

Triunfo
Petrochemical
Complex, RS

Markets:
South America,
North America,
Europe and Asia

